Print - A Tool Box

Object: Print

Place of origin: USA (made)

Date: 1966 (made)

Artist/Maker: Dine, Jim, born 1935 (artist)

Materials and Techniques: Screenprint and collage

Museum number: E.811-1980

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, level E, case MP, shelf 253

Descriptive line
Print from 'A Tool Box' series by Jim Dine. USA, 1966.

Physical description
Screenprint and collage from a set of ten prints, assembled by Christopher Prater at the Kelpra Studio on various materials chosen by the artist and printer. The edition is one of 150, which 30 sets of artist's proofs of which this set is one. Each inscribed on the reverse 'Artist's Proof'.

Dimensions
Height: 60 cm, Width: 47.7 cm

Museum number
E.811-1980

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O550346/a-tool-box-print-dine-jim/